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ACCOUNTING

Bibliography: Schapiro and Wieneshien: Cases and Materials on Law and Accounting 348.9

ACTIONS

See also Criminal Law and Procedure, Declaratory Judgment, Equity, Garnishment, Limitations, Mortgages, Practice and Pleading, Torts

In general: Survey of Illinois Law for the year 1947-1948 28-30

Joinder of causes: Right to combine proceedings for divorce with separate count for recovery of property 31-2

Right of action: Whether plaintiff, in action based on defendant’s willful and wanton misconduct, must be able to allege his own freedom from contributory willful and wanton misconduct 253-4

ADOPTION

Consent of parties: Whether or not consent for adoption given by natural parent must strictly follow statutory form and, having once been given, becomes final and not subject to withdrawal 308-13

APPEAL AND ERROR

See also Criminal Law and Procedure

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 42-5

Time for appeal: Whether motion to vacate judgment in forcible entry and detainer proceedings operates to stay running of time within which to perfect appeal 251-3

Waiver of error: Whether appellant waives error based on violation of constitutional rights by taking appeal to wrong appellate tribunal 90-1

ARMY AND NAVY

See Insurance

ATTORNEY AND CLIENT

See also Constitutional Law

Compensation: Whether attorney for petitioner may re-open divorce proceedings, dismissed on stipulation of parties, to enforce payment of attorney’s fee 337

Privileged communication: Whether attorney may testify as to conversation had in his presence between deceased client and claimant against estate 38-9

AUTOMOBILES

See also Insurance, Negligence

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 95-8

Injuries from operation, or use of highway: Whether affidavit to support substituted service of process in action against nonresident motorist must show full compliance with statute 249-50

Whether or not owner of parked automobile who leaves key in ignition is responsible for injuries inflicted by thief who steals car 225-9

Whether substituted service of process against nonresident autoist should be limited to actions based on accidents occurring on public highways 230-5
### BAILMENTS
**In general:** Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948
- 8-9 and 75-6

### BANKS AND BANKING
**In general:** Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948
- 6-7

### CHARITIES
**Construction, administration and enforcement:** Whether charitable corporation which insured against tort liability for negligence may invoke defense of immunity
- 2-3

### COMMERCE
**See also Labor Law, Public Utilities, Sales**

**Bibliography:** Schapiro and Wienshlenk: Cases and Materials on Law and Accounting 348-9

### CONFLICT OF LAWS

**Rights of persons:** Whether divorce decree by a court having personal jurisdiction of both parties abrogates a prior separate maintenance decree of another state
- 318-23

### CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
**See also Conflict of Laws, Taxation**

**In general:** Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 89-91

**Equal protection of laws:** Whether state enforcement of restrictive covenant violates Fourteenth Amendment
- 178

**Rights of accused:** Whether court has duty to inform accused person of his right to have counsel appointed to act in his behalf in Illinois criminal prosecution
- 51-3

**Search and seizure:** Whether members of partnership may claim benefit of Fourth Amendment against subpoena to produce partnership books and records
- 245-8

### BROKERS
**In general:** Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948
- 9-10

### CONTRACTS
**See also Corporations, Deeds, Insurance, Landlord and Tenant, Mortgages, Real Property, Sales**

**In general:** Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 14-23

**Assignment:** Assignment of future inventions
- 295-307

**Appendix of agreements**
- 304-7

**In general**
- 296

**Peculiar miscellaneous characteristics**
- 297-9

**Permissible scope:**
- a. As to subject matter 299
- b. As to time 300-4

**Operation and effect:** Whether option to purchase demised premises, contained in lease for years, is extended by virtue of exercise of option to renew same lease
- 323-7

Whether or not payments made for covenant not to sue, made by one against whom tort liability would lie, may be used to mitigate damages in suit against another whose tort liability arises from same circumstances
- 313-8

**Requisites and validity:** Whether or not contract made by one who has failed to comply with statute regulating use of an assumed name is valid and enforceable
- 327-36

Whether or not contracts designed to limit venue in proceedings under the Federal Employer's Liability Act are valid
- 155-9

**Revival of obligation:** Effect of promise to pay debt barred by limitation when promisor shall be able so to do
- 27-8
### CORPORATIONS

See also *Housing, Municipal Corporations*

- **In general**: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 1-8
- **Bibliography**: Jackson: What Every Corporation Director Should Know 188
  
  Rohrlich: Organizing Corporate and Other Business Enterprises 261-2

- **Corporate existence and franchise**: Whether amendment to articles of incorporation designed to cancel accrued but undeclared preferred dividends on cumulative preferred stock is void as to objecting stockholders 159-63
- **Dissolution**: Whether institution of statutory proceeding to have value of shares fixed prevents dissenting shareholder from maintaining action in equity on claim of fraud 178-9

### COURTS

- **State courts**: Whether Illinois Probate Court has jurisdiction to order conservator of incompetent legatee to renounce will on ward’s behalf 255-6
  
  Whether or not state court possesses jurisdiction to make award of attorney’s fees and expense money in proceedings to annul a marriage 68-9

### DAMAGES

See also *Death*

- **In general**: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 41-2

- **Grounds and subjects of compensatory damages**: Whether or not payment for covenant not to sue, made by one against whom tort liability would lie, may be used to mitigate damages in suit against another whose tort liability arises from same circumstances 313-8

### DEATH

- **Actions for wrongful death**: Whether state statute, which prohibits the bringing of a wrongful death action in state court where cause arose elsewhere, operates to limit

### CREDITORS’ RIGHTS

See also *Judgments*

- **In general**: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 45-7

- **Fraudulent conveyances**: Whether or not sale of minor portion of stock and equipment to one and simultaneous sale of balance thereof to another requires application of Bulk Sales Act

### CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE

See also *Constitutional Law, Evidence, Jury*

- **In general**: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 48-62

- **Bibliography**: Teeters: Deliberations of the International Penal and Penitentiary Congresses 347-8

- **Effect of conviction for crime**: Whether divorce may be granted upon conviction for crime 189-210

### DEEDS

See also *Real Property, Titles, Vendor and Purchaser*

- **Bibliography**: Fitch: Real Estate Titles in Illinois 184-6

### United States Courts

- **In general**: Whether state statute, which prohibits the bringing of a wrongful death action in state court where cause arose elsewhere, operates to limit federal court sitting in the same jurisdiction 250-1

### DECLARATORY JUDGMENT

- **In general**: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 29-30

- **Pleading**: Whether or not coercive counterclaim may be interposed in declaratory judgment action 236-40

### federal court sitting in the same jurisdiction 250-1

- Whether statutory increase in damages recoverable in wrongful death action applies to suit on cause which arose prior to amendment of statute 41

### DEEDS

- **Bibliography**: Fitch: Real Estate Titles in Illinois 184-6
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D (Cont'd)

Operation and effect: Whether deed by executor, made after lapse of reasonable time to exercise power of sale conferred by will, operates to transfer fee 87

DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION
See also Executors and Administrators, Wills and Administration

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 83-9

DISCOVERY
See also Evidence

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 35-6

DISMISSAL AND NONSUIT
Voluntary dismissal: Whether plaintiff in divorce suit may cause dismissal thereof after decree indicated and after receipt of some of benefits of the proposed decree 63-4

DIVORCE
See also Dismissal and Nonsuit, Marriage

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 62-7

EASEMENTS
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 70-1

EQUITY
See also Injunction, Practice and Pleading

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 28-9

Equitable decree: Whether chancellor may sign decree drawn pursuant to prior disposition of case when not sitting in county where proceedings were heard (Illinois practice) 40-1

Foreign decree: Whether equity court has power to grant relief in aid of foreign alimony decree 65-6

Receivership: Whether benefit of receivership in mortgage foreclosure proceedings extends to junior encumbrancer who fails to seek extension of order of appointment 82

Grounds for divorce: Divorce upon conviction for crime 189-210
Defenses to suit based on conviction for crime 207-10
Effect of out of state conviction 204-6
Necessity for proceedings to secure divorce 206-7
Place of confinement as affecting ground for divorce 202-4
Statutory provisions on subject 189-91

Sufficiency of offense 192-6
Time when cause arises 191-2
Whether sentence necessary to sustain charge 198-202

Jurisdiction, proceedings and relief:
Whether attorney for petitioner may re-open divorce proceedings, dismissed on stipulation of parties, to enforce payment of attorney's fee 337

Operation and effect of divorce and rights of divorced persons:
Whether a divorce decree by a court having personal jurisdiction of both parties abrogates a prior separate maintenance decree of another state 318-23

Representative proceedings: Right of corporate shareholder to maintain derivative suit on corporate claims 5-7

Whether class suit may be maintained against one defendant as representative for group of non-joined parties defendant on claims growing out of legal demands 163-9

Right of privacy: Whether publication of photograph without permission constitutes violation of right of privacy 169-73

EVIDENCE
See also Criminal Law and Procedure, Trial Procedure

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 35-9

Bibliography: Baer and Balicer: Cross-examination and Summation, Second Edition 105-6
Busch: Law and Tactics in Jury Trials 260-1
Opinion evidence: Whether expert testimony may be used to establish undue influence in will contest proceedings 83-5

Prior testimony: Whether transcript of testimony taken at heirship proceedings may be offered in later will contest suit where witnesses are still living and available. 88

Self-incrimination: Whether members of partnership may claim benefit of Fourth Amendment against subpoena to produce partnership books and records 245-8

FAMILY
See also Divorce, Husband and Wife, Infants, Marriage

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 62-9

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER
Appeal: Whether motion to vacate judgment and grant new trial, unsupported by affidavit, stays running of time within which to perfect appeal 251-3

EXECUTION
See also Creditors' Rights

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 45-7

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS
See also Descent and Distribution, Wills and Administration

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 83-9

Claims: Whether claimant may waive decedent's tort of fraud and deceit and present claim on quasi-contractual theory 23

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES
Transfers and transactions invalid: Whether or not sale of minor portion of stock and equipment to one and simultaneous sale of balance thereof to another requires application of Bulk Sales Act 338-9

FUTURE INTERESTS
See also Trusts

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 71-5

GARNISHMENT
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 45-6

GOVERNMENT
See also Constitutional Law, Municipal Corporations, Taxation, Zoning

Bibliography: Cohen: Materials and Problems on Legislation 349
Fordham: Local Government Law 346-7

Power to condemn: Whether government may summarily destroy property lawfully possessed when only use thereof amounts to a public nuisance 77

HOUSING
See also Municipal Corporations, Zoning

Municipal regulation: The undersized house: a municipal problem 142-54
Judicial treatment of zoning ordinances prescribing minimum floor area 146-54

Necessity for minimum floor area regulation 142-6

HUSBAND AND WIFE
See also Divorce, Marriage

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 62-9
INDICTMENT AND INFORMATION

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 49-51

INFANTS

See also Torts

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 67-8

Adoption: Whether or not consent for adoption given by natural parent must strictly follow statutory form and, having once been given, becomes final and not subject to withdrawal 308-13

Parental liability for infant's tort: Whether injured person may hold parent liable for permitting minor child to operate known defective automobile 97-8
Whether relation of parent and child prevents minor son from being an employee of his father within meaning of Illinois Workmen's Compensation Act 257-8

Support: Whether one parent may maintain injunction proceedings against other parent to prevent successive breaches of installment contract to support minor child 179-80

INJUNCTIONS

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 28-9

Subjects of protection and relief: Whether injunction may be obtained to prevent successive breaches of an installment contract 179-80
Whether state enforcement of restrictive covenant against alienation violates Fourteenth Amendment 178

INSURANCE

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 15-21

Bibliography: Goble: Cases and Other Materials on the Law of Insurance 345-6
Hirst: Business Life Insurance and Other Topics 186-7

Control and regulation in general: Whether failure of life insurance company to obtain official approval for contract provisions, thereby exposing it to a statutory penalty, serves to invalidate the unapproved provisions 339-40

INTOXICATING LIQUORS

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 42, 47 and 101-2

Licenses and taxes: Whether degree of proximity of licensed premises to public buildings is to be measured from structure or boundary of land 180-1

JUDGMENTS

See also Dismissal and Nonsuit

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 40-1 and 45-7

JURISPRUDENCE

Bibliography: Goodhart: English Contributions to the Philosophy of Law 342-3
Levi: An Introduction to Legal Reasoning 342-3

JURY

See also Criminal Law and Procedure, Trial Procedure

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 36-8

Bibliography: Baer and Balicer: Cross-examination and Summation, Second Edition 105-6
Busch: Law and Tactics in Jury Trials 260-1

Teters: Deliberations of the International Penal and Penitentiary Congresses 347-8
LABOR LAW
See also Master and Servant, Workmen's Compensation

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 10-3


Union membership: Organization of self-employers by unions 263-94
Exceptions to general rule: 274-94
a. Threat from present competition 274-80
b. Threat from nominal self-employers 280-93
Lawfulness of union objective 272-3
Prior judicial treatment 265-72

LANDLORD AND TENANT
See also Forcible Entry and Detainer, Real Property

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 8-10

Contract of employment: Whether provision in employment contract designed to limit venue in employee's suit under Federal Employer's Liability Act is valid 155-9

MARRIAGE
See also Divorce, Husband and Wife

Proceedings to annul: Whether court may grant allowance of attorney's fees and expense money in suit to annul marriage 68-9

MASTER AND SERVANT
See also Attorney and Client, Labor Law, Principal and Agent, Workmen's Compensation

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 8-10

Contract of employment: Whether provision in employment contract designed to limit venue in employee's suit under Federal Employer's Liability Act is valid 155-9

MINES AND MINERALS
Termination of rights granted: Whether abandonment terminates right acquired under mining grant containing provision that grantee shall have mine in operation in one year or deed will be void 241-5

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
See also Taxation

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 92-4

Bibliography: Fordham: Local Government Law 346-7

Zoning Power: The undersized house, a municipal problem 142-54

Judicial treatment of zoning ordinances prescribing minimum floor area 146-54

Necessity for minimum floor area regulation 142-6
INDEX-DIGEST
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NAMES
Statutory regulation: Right of newly-created corporation to adopt name deceptively similar to one used by dissolved corporation 3-4
Whether or not contract made by one who has failed to comply with statute regulating use of an assumed name is valid and enforceable 327-36

NEGLIGENCE
See also Automobiles, Torts

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 95-103

OIL AND GAS

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 80-1

PATENT LAW
Assignment of patents: Assignment of future inventions 295-307
Appendix of agreement 304-7
In general 296
Peculiar miscellaneous characteristics 297-9
Permissible scope: 299-304
a. As to subject matter 299
b. As to time 300-4

PRACTICE AND PLEADING
See also Actions, Appeal and Error, Attorney and Client, Courts, Damages, Dismissal and Nonsuit, Equity, Evidence, Injunctions, Judgments, Limitations, Process

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 24-47

Complaint: Whether allegation of freedom from contributory willful and wanton misconduct is an essential allegation to statement of case based on defendant's willful and wanton misconduct 253-4

Counterclaim: Whether or not coercive counterclaim may be interposed in declaratory judgment action 293-40

Actions: Whether allegation of freedom from contributory willful and wanton misconduct is essential in statement of case based on defendant's willful and wanton misconduct 253-4
Whether res ipsa loquitur doctrine applies when instrumentality has passed from defendant's control 182-3

Proximate causation: Whether seller's failure to inspect barrels before resale can be deemed concurrent cause of injury arising from subsequent negligently caused explosion of the contents 21-3

P

Parties: Whether class suit may be maintained against one defendant as representative for group of non-joined parties defendant on claims growing out of legal demands (federal practice) 163-9

Profert, oyer and exhibits: Whether necessary allegations of a complaint may be supplied by an unnecessary exhibit attached to complaint 254-5

Venue: Whether contract provisions designed to limit venue in proceedings under the Federal Employer's Liability Act are valid 155-9

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT
See also Labor Law, Master and Servant, Workmen's Compensation

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 8-10

PROCESS
See also Practice and Pleading

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 24-5
Service of process: Whether affidavit to support substituted service of process in action against nonresident motorist must show full compliance with statute 249-50

Whether nonresident plaintiff may serve foreign insurance company licensed to do business in Illinois, on out of state cause of action, by delivering summons to Director of Insurance 20-1

Whether substituted service of process against nonresident auto...

QUASI-CONTRACTS
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 23

REAL PROPERTY
See also Housing, Landlord and Tenant, Mines and Minerals, Taxation, Titles, Vendor and Purchaser, Zoning

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 70-5

Duties of owner: Whether land owner owes degree of duty due to invitee when he permits solicitor

SALES
See also Creditors' Rights, Execution

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 21-3

Sales not in ordinary course of business: Whether or not sale of minor portion of stock and equipment to one and simultaneous sale of balance thereof to another requires application of Bulk Sales Act 338-9

SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS
District property, contracts and liabilities: Whether holder of possibility of reverter of land

ist should be limited to actions based on accidents occurring on public highways 230-5

PROPERTY
See also Bailments, Landlord and Tenant, Mines and Minerals, Real Property, Titles

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 70-89

PUBLIC UTILITIES
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 94

Q

R

for charity to maintain booth on premises 100-1

Restraint on alienation: Whether state enforcement of restrictive covenant against alienation violates Fourteenth Amendment 178

RELEASE
See also Damages

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 14-5

S

searches and seizures: Whether members of partnership may claim benefit of Fourth Amendment against subpoena to produce partnership books and records 245-8

SECURITY TRANSACTIONS
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 82-3
STOCKHOLDERS
See also Corporations

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 4-8

Right to dividends: Whether amendment of articles of incorpor-

TAXATION

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 95

Bibliography: Fordham: Local Government Law 346-7
Wolkin and Manoff: Revenue Act of 1948, Legislative History Series 259-60

Redemption from tax sale: Whether or not owner may redeem for less than amount bid at tax sale where sale certificate has been assigned 341

Validity of tax levy: Effect of curative statutes on taxation in Illinois 211-24
Constitutional restraints on use of curative statutes 214-5
Defects apt to affect validity 211-2
Extent of operation of curative statutes 212-4
Judicial treatment of statutes designed to cure errors in tax levies 215-21

TITLES

See also Real Property

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 70-5

Bibliography: Fitch: Real Estate Titles in Illinois 184-6

 Marketable title: The effect of encroachments on the marketability of land titles 107-41
Cures for defects due to encroachments 125-38
Encroachments upon adjoining premises 117-20
Encroachments upon premises being sold 114-7

Encroachments upon streets and highways 121-5
The rationale of title marketability 108-13
Mining grant: Effect of abandonment on mining grant stipulating that grantee shall have mine in operation in one year or deed will be void 241-5
Possibility of reverter: Whether holder of possibility of reverter of land held for school purposes only is entitled to improvements erected thereon by school district upon cessation of use of land for school purposes 340-1

TORTS

See also Automobiles, Charities, Damages, Death, Infants, Negligence

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 95-103

Invasion of personal safety, comfort or privacy: Whether publication of photograph without permission constitutes violation of right of privacy 169-73

TRIAL PROCEDURE

See also Equity, Evidence, Practice and Pleading

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 34-41

Bibliography: Baer and Balicer: Cross-examination and Summation, Second Edition 105-6
Busch: Law and Tactics in Jury Trials 260-1

TRUSTS

In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 72-5

Voting trusts: Whether power to amend trust agreement permits amendment to extend life of voting trust 7-8
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 10-3

VENDOR AND PURCHASER
See also Real Property
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 75-6
Merchantable title: The effect of encroachments on the marketability of land titles 107-41
Cures for defects due to encroachments 125-38
Encroachments upon adjoining premises 117-20

WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION
See also Descent and Distribution, Executors and Administrators, Trusts
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 83-9
Requisites and validity: Whether or not cancellation of one of two duplicate original wills operates to revoke other duplicate original left in custody of another person 174-7
Rights and liabilities of devisees and legatees: Whether Illinois Probate Court has jurisdiction to order conservator of incompetent legatee to renounce will on ward's behalf 255-6

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
See also Husband and Wife
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 13-4
Relation of parties to compensation act and occupations governed thereby: Whether relation of parent and child prevents minor son from being an employee of his father within meaning of Illinois Workmen's Compensation Act 257-8

ZONING
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 92-3
Scope of police power: The undersized house, a municipal problem 142-54

VERDICT
Form of verdict: Necessity that judgment in criminal case should follow form of verdict 57-8

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
See also Husband and Wife
In general: Survey of Illinois law for the year 1947-1948 13-4
Relation of parties to compensation act and occupations governed thereby: Whether relation of parent and child prevents minor son from being an employee of his father within meaning of Illinois Workmen's Compensation Act 257-8

Judicial treatment of zoning ordinances prescribing minimum floor area 146-54
Necessity for minimum regulation of floor area 142-6

Encroachments upon premises being sold 114-7
Encroachments upon streets and highways 121-5
The rationale of title marketability 108-13